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In his book on tho subject, E. H. Hess
(Imprinting, early experience and the development of attachment. Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, New York 1973. 712
pp.) refers to sexual iinprinting on humans
in only one species of owl, the Eagle Owl
(Heinroth, O., and M. Heinroth. Die
Vogel Mitteleuropas. Bermiihler, Berlin.
1924-1933, 4 vols.) of the Old World. Here
we report an instance of sexual imprinting

on humans in tho Barn Owl (lyto alba).
"Simon," a male barn owl, was acquired as a ca one-week-old chick bv the
Phoenix Zoo on 12 March 1974.^ The
chick was reported to have fallen from
a nest in a palm tree on a residential lot
in Glendale, Arizona. He was rlonated to
the zoo by the patron who found him.
The bird had no intraspecific contacts

was acquired by the zoo and was
and handled by one of us
(Olsen) from its acquisition date until
this writing. Simon began responding to

after

hand

it

fed

handler with soft chirping vocalizaapproximately 2.5 months of age.
This response has continued to the preshis

tions at

ent.

In mid-March of 1975 the bird began
showing overt sexual behavior directed to^Departnicnt of Znolngj-,
Department.
-Education

HUMANS

alba)

on humans

is

ward human handlers,

reported.

particularly Olsen.

This behavior took the form of repeated attempts by the owl to assume a copulatory
posture on the arm of its hi^ndler. Typically, the bird would loosely clasp a fold in
the handler's shirt with its beak, squat
with its tarsometatarsi flattened against
the handler's arm, its tibiae bent against
the tarsi (Fig. 1). While postured, the
owl flapped its wings lightly and repeatedly pressed its tail against the handler's
arm. Duration of the posture rarely exceeded 10 seconds, but it recurred as frequently as 10 times in as many minutes
of handling. The intensity of this behavior

May and diminished thereend of .lime, by w^hich time
it was completely extinguished.
Presumably, the owl as a chick had had
considerable interactions with its parents
and perhaps siblings during the first week
of its life. Early parental exposure, for a
precocial species, w^ould almost certainly
have insured the release of sexual behavior only in response to an ajipropriate
stimidus object. Apparently the barn owl,
being nidicolous, has a longer and /or later
j)eaked in late

after until the

critical period to learn its
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sexual releaser.
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Barn owl

in copulatory posture
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